Oman and Bahrain, their fitness levels to win, “ said the Spaniard yesterday.
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A win today for Iraq against Qatar will ensure them a place in quarters, irrespective of Bahrain-Oman match result
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Bayt Stadium, Qatar will finish on top
the final Group A game against Iraq to-

Having played non-stop – for Qatar
Sanchez confirmed Pedro Miguel,

On the eve of the match, Sanchez did
Sanchez said his team was confident of

Qatar players train yesterday, on the eve of their final Group A match against Iraq at the FIFA Arab Cup.

Tunisia vs UAE,

“Giving all players an opportunity is
We need to have confidence in our players.

in the quarter-finals. The second

Tunisia vs UAE, Group A
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Spotlight

Winless Oman and Bahrain face-off in a key contest

By Sports Reporter

Today’s clash between Oman and Bahrain is the oldest ri-
vale among this year’s Arab Cup competitions, with the two
nations having faced each other 40 times in total. The
match will take place at the Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium in Umm
Al-Saif, with kick-off at 8 pm local time and will be the
first win in the tournament and a place in the quarter-

about their fitness levels to win.

Bayt Stadium, Qatar will finish on top
the final Group A game against Iraq to-

have rotated the players and it has
given us remarkable success. There is
no doubt that the rotating system gives
players more experience and keeps them
fresh in the dressing room.

Meanwhile, Oman coach Branko Ivankovic said he had full confidence
in the Gulf Cup champions to keep their

on the points table. We should have had
more points. We have played well, but
luck has not been on our side," he told

Qatar’s sole focus is on beating Oman. It won’t be a walk in the park. We’re
to keep our focus, “ he said.
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**SAUDI ARABIAN GRAND PRIX**

Hamish keeps calm to post win in Jeddah

The Mercedes driver edges archival Verstappen of Red Bull to win a chaotic under-light battle.

---

**Ashwin keeps India on course for series win over New Zealand**

---

**HAIL CROSS-COUNTRY RALLY**

---

**Al-Attiyah heads Bumper entry in Saudi**
**It feels good to give back to community**

Local woman Fatema Almajed outlines her volunteering journey.

Mubarak 100 volunteers from 31 countries are supporting the delivery of the FIFA Arab Cup, which is currently taking place in Qatar. The 13-team international tournament is a major opportunity to promote the values of the FIFA World Cup, which will kick off at the end of November.

One of the key functional areas for any event is volunteering – and the FIFA Arab Cup is no different. Volunteers are helping to deliver a host range of operations, such as ticketing, accreditation, brand protection and security.

At the launch of the tournament in Doha, we spoke to brand protection volunteer Fatema Almajed, a 31-year-old from Qatar who works in the legal sector.

The satisfaction of being able to give back and serve my country in any way I can. Both the Arab Cup and World Cup are once-in-a-lifetime events so I was determined to be involved in both. It also helps to give back to the community where I was born and raised by paying your work help others. They are helping to deliver a major event at home. The satisfaction of being able to give back and serve my country in any way I can. Both the Arab Cup and World Cup are once-in-a-lifetime events so I was determined to be involved in both.

What are the benefits of volunteering? Through volunteering, Fatema has learned from different backgrounds will allow me to be more organized. It has certainly helped me become more organised. It has certainly helped me become more organised.

What would you say to someone who is thinking about applying to become a volunteer? I encourage everyone to sign up to become a volunteer. It’s a great experience and you will have a variety of skills in different fields. Volunteering is very rewarding, especially seeing everyone happy at the stadium. If you haven’t applied yet, don’t wait too much.

**FIFA Arab Cup 2021**

By Sports Reporter

TGrand and historic moment for Qatar: The Arab Cup is the third tournament organized in Doha in the last six years, after the AFC Asian Cup in 2019 and the FIFA Club World Cup in 2019 - a major achievement for QCTF.

President Abdullah al-Falih said that the tournament will be a major opportunity to continue the success of Qatar’s football development. He said: "This is a major milestone in the roadmap of Qatar football development. We have come a long way, from being just a footballing nation to becoming a footballing country. We have come a long way, from being just a footballing nation to becoming a footballing country.

Now we want to continue building on this success and ensuring that we will deliver on our promise. Our goal is to continue building on this success and ensuring that we will deliver on our promise.

Honor to all Qatar players who have worked hard to reach this milestone.

**Qatar Cycling & Triathlon Federation's general assembly held at QOC**

By Sports Reporter

The General Assembly of the Qatar Cycling & Triathlon Federation (QCTF) was held at the Qatar Olympic Committee (QOC) headquarters in the presence of the QOC’s General Assembly members.

The General Assembly discussed matters related to the federation’s activities, including the federation’s financial status, the federation’s achievements, its members’ regulations and the federation’s performance in international events.

It was also discussed the federation’s future plans, including the development of cycling and triathlon in the country. The federation has set goals to develop cycling and triathlon in the country.

**Qatar Airways T20 Cricket Tournament**

By Sports Reporter

Ran on a full-blooded journey and implement the Club's overall strategy and objectives. The tournament is a major opportunity to continue the success of Qatar’s football development. He said: "This is a major milestone in the roadmap of Qatar football development. We have come a long way, from being just a footballing nation to becoming a footballing country. We have come a long way, from being just a footballing nation to becoming a footballing country. The tournament is a major milestone in the roadmap of Qatar football development. We have come a long way, from being just a footballing nation to becoming a footballing country. The tournament is a major milestone in the roadmap of Qatar football development.

The tournament is a major milestone in the roadmap of Qatar football development. We have come a long way, from being just a footballing nation to becoming a footballing country.
By Rizwan Rehmat

**PREVIEW**

**UAE coach urges players to focus ahead of do-or-die Tunisia clash**

A draw will be enough for van Marwijk’s men to book their place in the quarter-finals as group winners.

**FOCUS**

It’s said that good things come to those who wait, and Youssef Brahimi has certainly waited a long time for this moment.

He added: “We value the support of our fans who are standing behind the team. We seek their support when we need to turn our full attention towards this game. We have an impact on us physically, because our goal is to win all of our games in the tournament as a whole. But what matters the most is what we achieve in the tournament overall.”

**SPOTLIGHT**

**Have realised my Syria dream, says Kass Kawo**

Syrian Oliver Kass Kawo celebrated with his teammates after scoring against Tunisia.

Kass Kawo has high hopes for Syria: “As a team, we do not think too much about what will happen in the tournament as a whole but only about the next match. We will see which team is better, but now we are taking it match by match. Every player in the team hopes to go as far as possible, so we have to keep on working hard and prove that we have the ability to stay on the pitch.”

He added: “The Egypt game is in three days’ time, and the Tunisia game is only one day away in composed fashion. We will see which team is better, but now we are taking it match by match. Every player in the team hopes to go as far as possible, so we have to keep on working hard and prove that we have the ability to stay on the pitch.”

It’s said that good things come to those who wait, and Youssef Brahimi has certainly waited a long time for this moment.

His first came during the group stage of the 2019 FIFA World Cup, where Egypt built up an impressive 3-0 lead over Korea Republic, courtesy of goals from Islam Slimani, Abdelelah Hussein and Rami Bayoumi. However, not even a goal to give boys.

Brahimi and Sofiane Feghouli had other plans, however, and after a path was

**Mauritania face Syria with slim chance to qualify**

Mauritania players at a training session in Doha yesterday. The Lions of Chinguetti have lost both their opening matches, to Tunisia and UAE but they have a chance to qualify for the round of 16 with a win over Syria today.

Mauritania must win this game against Syria today to hope to qualify for the next stage of the tournament.

Mauritania face Syria with slim chance to qualify for the quarter-finals even if they draw or lose to the UAE, in that case their fate will be set against the Syrians.
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